[ EDITOR’S NOTE ]
Investigating the investigators
When you think of the term forensic engineer-
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work on a guideline describing best practices to be used
by engineers who are providing forensic engineering
services, to make sure this type of work happens in the
most consistent and ethical way possible (p. 46). The
committee is calling on practitioners who work in the
field of forensic engineering to provide input to the
guideline, which is currently on track for release in July.
We begin our coverage of forensic engineering
with “Forensic practice focus of upcoming guideline”
(p. 43), an in-depth look at why PEO is putting the
guideline together and the process behind it.
And, we continue with “Engineering detectives
go to the heart of the matter” (p. 46), as we look
to some real-life forensic engineers for their views
on PEO’s new guideline and some tricky ethical
issues facing practitioners.
You may have noticed that the familiar insert,
The Journal of Policy Engagement, which has been
part of Engineering Dimensions since our
March/April 2009 issue, is missing.
Not to worry, the content that you
would have found in the journal has found
Policy Conference a home in a new section called Policy
Engagement, which debuts this issue
(p. 23). A council decision in the fall of
2010 means that the Ontario Centre for
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ing your mind likely goes automatically to CSI or
Law & Order. But, often, forensic engineering deals
far less with police investigations and more with just
finding out what went wrong in the failure of a particular product, system or process. And, of course,
unlike investigations that are solved in an hour-long
TV show, depending on the type of failure and its
consequences, the process of forensic engineering
can be enormously complex and potentially take
years of investigative work.
It’s this general confusion about what forensic
engineering is, and what qualifies someone to be a
forensic engineer, that made us want to get to the
bottom of what this fascinating field is all about.
Also, our timing couldn’t be better. At the
November 2010 council meeting, PEO’s Professional
Standards Committee was given the all-clear to begin
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